
The Bridge LifeGroup Covenant 

We want to create safe LifeGroups where growth, consistency, authenticity, and 
participation are fostered. People thrive when they feel safe, have clear expectations 
and have opportunities to engage. A covenant is an agreement between people in a 
group on the ground rules and expectations for their experience.  Everyone in a 
LifeGroup should buy into the elements of their covenant and agree to other members 
holding them accountable to the covenant.  

Confidentiality:  What is said in the group, stays in the group.   

Grace: LifeGroup is a judgment free zone. We will not criticize one 
another and will accept each other wherever we are on our 
spiritual journeys.  

Authenticity: We will share what is real and authentic in our life, not a cover-
up for something we are hiding. No faking it. Also, if everyone is 
thinking something, we won’t hide it. No elephants in the room.  

Participation: We will prioritize LifeGroup and strive to attend every group 
meeting. Everybody will participate at their own pace, 
contributing and using the gifts God has given them. We will not 
make the LifeGroup Leader do everything. 

Mutual Respect: Everyone will be given an equal opportunity to be heard and 
have their thoughts and opinions considered. If someone 
doesn’t want to share, that is respected too. 

Immediacy: The agenda for any meeting can be put aside to support the 
immediate needs of anyone in the group.  

Listen First: We will listen to each other with empathy, ask questions, and 
encourage one another in whatever we are going through. 
Before we offer advice or try to help, we will make sure the 
support is welcome. LifeGroup is not a “fix it” shop. 

Missional: We won’t just focus on ourselves. We will serve together in order 
to influence and bring relief to a broken world in need of Jesus. 

Fun: We will have fun together and plan activities with everyone in 
mind. 


